
Hainuo Balancing Machine Company Profile 

 
Hainuo Balancing Machine Co.,Ltd is a technical enterprise with optical, mechanical 
and electronic integration. Our company is specialized in the design and manufacture 
all types of universal type and tailored version balancing machine equipment 
company. With a professional technical development, production and quality control                     
for many years to tack experience and management experience, our company has 
already modernize management, 
standardized production, 
product serialization. 
 
Quality is the fundament to exist, 
credit is the key to win the 
market, and good service is the 
way to develop further. In recent 
years, our products across the 
country, its market share continue to grow. Our company major produce 
middle/high-grade semi-automation and automation series of balancing machine 
which including universal hard-bearing balancing machine series, tailored version 
balancing machine for continuous and arial flow fan, vertical singe-plane and 
two-plane balancing machine. Our products are widely used for impeller, drive shaft, 
crankshaft, power-driven tool, blower, draught fan, CPU fan, the impellers of kitchen 
ventilator, the motor of sewing machine, cutters, juicer, dust collector, hair dryer, 
micro motor, rubber roller, clutch, the rotor of turbocharger and also applied in the 
field of ships and aviation. Our products can balance the workpiece for the weight 
from 5 gram upto 5000 kilograms, and also are configured with Chinese or English 
LCD display and micro computer control system, can meet the need of different 
client. 
  
Our faith: start from step by step, reach to higher and higher, we adhere to the 
people-centered, scientific and technological innovation, excellence. We continually 
improve manufacturing technology and offer new accurate, high effiency, stringent 
specification products to meet the need of customers. Our products are sold 
throughout the country, and exported to India, Vietnam, Malaysia, Iran, Indonesai, 
Egypt, Singapore, Japan, Eastern Europe, Hong Kong and Taiwan and have won 
customers’ favor for good quality. Our company’s business networks are widely in 
Changzhou, Ningbo, Fu’an, Jinan, Zhengzhou, Qingdao, Hangzhou, Dongguang, 
Shenzhen, Nanjing and other places to set up offices. 
 
However we promise that old and new clients will be treated all the same by 
professional and high precision of machine and the best service. We are very happy to 
get your call and warmly welcome to our company with your guidance.   
 



 

(Special YLD-1)Vertical Hard Bearing Double-Plane Machine 

 
Our balanced test equipment which shows rotate speed, unbalance value, phase 
position in English and figures is adopted with micro computer test system. The 
unbalance values are directly by the unit of 
gram. Electromechanical transducer is 
adopted with piezoelectric sensors which are 
characteristic with easy to operate, high 
accuracy. 
 
 According to the size of different types of 
workpiece, using the number keys input the 
radius data. The right value and phase of the 
unbalance will show in the measurement 
system when you click on the start button. It 
also have the memory, parameter settings, 
fixture compensation, braking function. 
 
YLDmachines are widely used for balancing 
juicer, chuck, lutch, turbine discs, saw blade, 
diskbrake, flywheel, griding wheel, smoke 
exhaust ventilator, air-conditioning’s fan,           YLD-5 machine 
air-conditioning’s fan, the impeller of the blower etc. 
 
 
 
Its main technical parameters are in the following.  
 
Rotor data/Machine type Special YLD-5 
Max. weight of work piece on roller carriage(kg) 5(suitable for 0.5~5) 
Max. diameter of work piece over the machine bed(mm) 30~500 
Balancing speed(rpm) 1200 
Minimun achieveable residual unbalance(MARU)(g.mm/kg) 0.5 
Unbalance reduction ratio(URR)(%) 90 
Power supply 380V  3phase 
Drive performance(kw) 0.37 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 (YYZ-5)Balancing Machine for motor assemble with impeller 

 

YYZ-5 machine which is designed by designed and developed on our own is a special 
balancing machine for motor assemble with impeller. The balanced test equipment 
which shows rotate speed, unbalance value, phase position in English and figures is 
adopted with micro computer test system. The unbalance values are directly by the 
unit of gram. Electromechanical transducer is adopted with piezoelectric sensors 
which are characteristic with easy to operate, high accuracy. 
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Its main technical parameters are in the following.  
 
Rotor data/Machine type YYZ-5 
Max.weight of workpiece on roller carriage(kg) 5(suitable for 0.5~5) 
Max.diameter of workpiece over the machine bed(mm) 500 
Balancing speed(rpm) self-driven 
Minimun achieveable residual unbalance(MARU)(g.mm/kg) 0.5 
Unbalance reduction ratio(URR)(%) 90 
Power supply 220V 50Hz  
Contactperson: Jame         Tel:+0086-757-85317648   +086-18927722398 
E-mai:gdhainuo@163.com     MSN:jame398@163.com  Skype:gdhainuo 
Http://www.fshainuo.cn        Fax:+0086-757-85396755 


